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High End Show 2016 and Hifideluxe Show have
been over on May 9 with success.
Official announcement may shortly be released but
it’s very sure the show again marks new record of
success. The number of exhibitors shift 366 of 2015
up to nearly 400 or more in 2016 it became bigger
and larger ever. The reason for the shift was due to
increase number of exhibitors more from USA,
China, Taiwan and other countries this year. High
End show is becoming seemingly more Consumer
Electronics show in Europe rather not high End
Audio show. This change may disappoints serious

become limited and difficult to get and keep the room
that exhibitors need.
For this particular reason, we have for first time
joined in Hifideluxe show organizing by group of high
end audio distributors and manufacturers. Hifideluxe
show was taken placed almost the same time frame
as High End Show in M. O. C. from May 5 to 7 at
Marriott Hotel Munich located near to M.O.C.
The scale of Hifideluxe show is so much smaller in
compared with High End Show in M.O.C. but
environment of Marriott Hotel offer is so much better
for serious music listeners in the perfect listening

audio traders and music lovers those of who seek for
the quality audio, also for those of manufacturers
such like us aim for the delicate and attributed pure
high quality Audio.

condition providing listeners with quiet, clean and
fresh air. It assure 100 percent of music lovers and
audio traders visited Hifideluxe can comfortably be
enjoyed and satisfied the show in such environment
in Marriott Hotel provided.

The scale of the show goes bigger, the space
availability and room allocation for exhibitors has

An exceptionally success of our show at Hifideluxe
this year was due to, not only because of

environment but also timeless effort contributed by
Ed of DALUSO, Exhibitor and distributor in
Netherlands, Germany and Austria. He arranged
system sept up in very professional manner with all
Harmonix, Reimyo, Hijiri including XRCD music soft
for demo. His timeless care would have captured the
highest attention from visitors.
We are very proud of being known by words of
compliment by everyone of visitors they said, among
nearly or over 400 exhibitors, the sound of the
systems we presented is exceptional and
professional, admired that our systems is only one
that bring out BEST sound and TRUE TO MUSIC
sound reproduction among exhibitors demonstrating
under the roof of High End show at M.O.C and
Hifideluxe show at Marriott Hotel while the rest were
sounding just loud and fuzzy, not musical at all.
Most of visitors stay long and really enjoy and
satisfied with the sound of system by way in listening
to music as they swing their body, tapping their feet
along with music we played.
Then, when they are about to leave the room they
thumb up and saying Best sound of the show, “ very
good”, “Excellent” or “Congratulations” in the best
compliments.

Every visitors seems to get shock and surprised by
the sound of ENCORE, such a small size bookshelf
type studio monitor speakers, bring out fabulous
musicality and perfect tonal balance in compared
with 10 to 20 times bigger and expensive speaker
systems they have listened in other booths.
On May 8, last day of High End show, I visited at
M.O.C. and listened around to the demonstration of
known brands systems as much time allowed but as
was told by visitors, the system was just loud and too
much bass with no sense of musicality but be aware
that is becoming just a common among exhibitors in
high end audio marketplaces around the world.

During the High End in Munich in Germany
we will exhibit at the hifideluxe munich 2016
There is a free Shuttle Bus service running every 15
minutes between the High End at the MOC and the
hifideluxe at the Marriott Hotel.

DATE : 05. – 07ࠉMay 2016
Free access 12.00 to 20.00 Hours

You will find us on the1st Floor in the ‘Livingroom’.
Exhibitor: Daluso

Hifideluxe is a dedicated show for high-demanding music and High End lovers and professional
partners in the Hi-Fi and High End Audio markets.
At the hifideluxe 2016 we present and demo the latest new Million Maestro Series tuning products,
Hijiri Million signal cables and ‘Nagomi’ power cords. Also we will launch some new special tuning
products for analog applications.
In a running demo attendees listen to our Reimyo/Encore-Setup as usual tuned with our finest
Harmonix Tuning Devices and Harmonix / Hijiri tuned audio-cables.
We invite consumers and dealers who are serious and dedicated to listen to best sounding music.
Please don’t hesitate to contact and talk with us during the show. We will be more than happy to
advise and help you to improve the sound quality and performance of your audio system.
When you visit us and listen to the system, I would advise you bring with you the reference music
soft.
If any questions about the show, please contact us.
I am looking forward to welcome you at the hifideluxe 2016 show.
Kind Regards,
K. Kiuchi - CEO Combak Corporation

